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Give a correct and direct definition of the following words as meant in the journalistic articles.
(4.5 points)

1- To yank:

2-To shore up:

3- To drum up:

4- To heckle:

5- To nail:

6- To pelt

7- To spat:

8- To veer away from:

9- To nudge:

10- Flurries (noun):

11- dispatcher (noun):

12- Staggeing (noun):

13- Euphoria (noun):

14- Fallout (noun):

15- Wrangle (noun):

16- Aspirations (noun):

17- Sovereignty (noun):

[8- breakthrough (noun):
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Exemplify and give a correct and
rneant in the journalistic materials.

1. To hang in the balance:

2. To be in full swing:

3. To flex one's muscle:

4. To have a brush with the law:

5. To put the cart before the horse:

6. To put the best gloss on its atrocity:

7. To walk a tightroPe:

direet definition of the following idiomatic expressions as

(3.5 points)

Discuss the follorving texts. (7 points)

1- The accumulation of ice lcnocked out powerto more than 200,00 0 utility customers in virginia, and about 160'000

still had no lights this morning. ln the suburbs of washington, D.C., authorities said freezing temperatures ruptured a

36-inch water line, sendin ga-torrent"f i;;;;; roarin{twough acollege Park, Md,neighborhood andl*tocking a

house offits foundation. (lce Storm Barrels across East)
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2- ln the second half of the film, a govemment consultant risks his life to prevent a ntelrdown at a Seattle nuclear
power plant, as residents try to evacuate. NBC plans to run a disclaimer to assure audiences that the story is purely
fictional. (Y2K Movies)

3- ttre bullet pierced her right arm and went into her chest, killing her. The boy became the young est suspect in a
spate of shocking school shootings that have rocked the nation. But prosecutors say he will not be charged, that he
was too young to form the intent to kill. (The Youngest Shooter)

GOOD LUCK
M.R.DANAEI.YEGANEH
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